






Asepto comes from the word ‘Aseptic’ which means Sterile, Thus, our
motto is ‘Freshness Preserved”.

We have originated from the house of Uflex Ltd, India’s largest fully
integrate multinational flexible packaging material & solutions
company. 

We are India’s first and the world’s fastest-growing aseptic liquid 
packaging company with a state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in
Sanand, Gujrat with a capacity of 12 Billion, and expanding by another
6 Billion packs annually.

We specialise in creating shelf-talkers through our innovative
Holographic & Foil Stamping technology.

Our solutions are best suited for juices, nectar-based bevarages,
non-aerated alcoholic bevarages and highly-perishable liquid
consumables like dairy and dairy-based products.



High speed Printing Machine
(up to 600 mpm)

100% Auto Defect Inspection System,
Detects smallest of defects in its peak
speed.

Auto web cleaning system, to ensure no
paper dust.

Hyper speed slitting machine (1200mpm)
Photo electric web guiding system for very
high accuracy web alignment.
Print steps counter, for high accuracy of
packs per reel.

Fully automatic reels unloading system
with complete ERP Integration.

Auto Positioning of knives and counter 
knives for high slitting accuracy

Automatic splice stamp applicator for
splice identification.

Hyper speed Extrusion Lamination
Machine (up to 550 mpm).

100% surface defect detection system
for decor and inside layer both.

Fully automatic Robotic Packing system.

Untouched vacuumed packing system to
ensure Bacteria and Moisture free product.

Packaging Capacity - 120 reels per hour.

19 pallets of different orders and variants
can be packed online.

Stretch wrapping machine Handling
capability-40 pallets per hour.

Online contactless flame cleaning system
on both side of the web for  best Hygiene
& quality.
Close loop Fully Automatic gauze control
system with Auto die.
Online Corona System for better adhesion
on metallic substrate.

Unwinder-Mtorres Europe.



5 ASEPTO
DESIGNS
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FORMATS WE
OFFER

* Scissor - Scissor Cut | PPH - Straw Hole | PLH - Pre Laminated Hole











WE THINK AS

STRATEGISTS
WE DO AS

DESIGNERS

HOW WE DESIGN

Briefing Ideation Design & Mockups
At the heart of the design
process lies the art of
briefing—a pivotal moment
where the creative journey
begins. It sets the stage,
offering essential guidelines
that ignite the sparks of
strategy and concept
design. The briefing is our
North Star, illuminating the
path to design brilliance,
and it's where the magic
begins.

In the ideation phase, we
embark on a captivating
journey driven by the
client's brief. Our compass
is market research that
helps us decode category
trends and geographic
nuances. It's here, amidst
the creative swirl, that
innovation takes its first
bold step, transforming
ideas into unforgettable
designs.

In the final frontier of our
creative voyage, we stride
towards crafting designs and
lifelike mock-ups, tailored to
resonate with the brand's
soul and connect deeply
with its intended audience.
Our designs are not mere
visual wonders; they are the
architects of a brand's
persona, each line and colour
chosen with precision to tell
a compelling story.

NOT ONLY
WE DESIGN!
WE CREATE BRANDS



MOVING TOWARDS CIRCULAR ECONOMY

It is our collective responsibility to make a pivotal shift in our approach to
resource consumption and waste management. Unlike the “take, make and
dispose” model, at Asepto, we are moving towards circular economy. As an

environmental responsibility, we recycle what comes to us. We are walking the
talk as we adopt a regenerative system where resources are reused, refurbished,

remanufactured, and recycled to minimize waste and environmental impact.

ENZYMATIC RECYCLING IS THE FUTURE

The Enzymatic Delamination Technology is highly efficient as it is faster, economical
and involves high quality recycling method

Eliminates the necessity of solvent usage, mechanical
forces and thermal energy

Enzyme lowers the reaction’s activation energy

Enzymes can replace the addition of harsh chemicals
in the delamination process

This leads to the use of non-toxic reagents – less
energy consumption

The whole process reduced carbon footprint

Recycles paper waste into reusable materials

Conserves natural resources like wood pulp, water
and energy

WE REVIVE, REGENERATE
AND RECYCLE RESPONSIBLY

We collect industrial waste to restrict them from
dumping

We blend our industrial waste cartons with water
to separate paper fibres

We process the collected fibres by drying and
pressing to extract high-quality reusable fibres

We mould these fibres to create utility items and
bring them back to use






